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ABSTRACT
We study the offline meta-reinforcement learning (OMRL) problem, a paradigm
which enables reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms to quickly adapt to unseen
tasks without any interactions with the environments, making RL truly practical
in many real-world applications. This problem is still not fully understood, for
which two major challenges need to be addressed. First, offline RL often suffers
from bootstrapping errors of out-of-distribution state-actions which leads to di-
vergence of value functions. Second, meta-RL requires efficient and robust task
inference learned jointly with control policy. In this work, we enforce behavior
regularization on learned policy as a general approach to offline RL, combined
with a deterministic context encoder for efficient task inference. We propose
a novel negative-power distance metric on bounded context embedding space,
whose gradients propagation is detached from that of the Bellman backup. We
provide analysis and insight showing that some simple design choices can yield
substantial improvements over recent approaches involving meta-RL and distance
metric learning. To the best of our knowledge, our method is the first model-free
and end-to-end OMRL algorithm, which is computationally efficient and demon-
strated to outperform prior algorithms on several meta-RL benchmarks.1
1 INTRODUCTION
Applications of reinforcement learning (RL) in real-world problems have been proven successful in
many domains such as games (Silver et al., 2017; Vinyals et al., 2019; Ye et al., 2020) and robot
control (Johannink et al., 2019). However, the implementations so far usually rely on interactions
with either real or simulated environments. In other areas like healthcare (Gottesman et al., 2019),
autonomous driving (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2016) and controlled-environment agriculture (Binas
et al., 2019) where RL shows promise conceptually or in theory, exploration in real environments
is evidently risky, also building a high-fidelity simulator can be costly and challenging. Therefore a
key step towards more practical RL algorithms is the ability to learn from fixed data (batch). Such
paradigm, termed ”offline RL” or ”batch RL”, would enable better generalization by incorporating
diverse prior experience. Moreover, by leveraging and reusing previously collected data, off-policy
algorithms such as SAC (Haarnoja et al., 2018) has been shown to achieve far better sample effi-
ciency than on-policy methods. The same applies for offline RL algorithms since they are by nature
off-policy.
∗Work done while an intern at Tencent AI Lab.
1Source code and data are released at https://github.com/FOCAL-ICLR/FOCAL-ICLR/ and
https://anonymous.4open.science/r/e657391f-0364-4670-a366-fb236d83f602/ respectively.
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The aforementioned design principles motivated a surge of recent works on offline/batch RL (Fuji-
moto et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019; Siegel et al., 2020). These papers propose
remedies by regularizing the trained policy to stay close to the training dataset of logged transitions,
in order to mitigate the effect of bootstrapping error (Kumar et al., 2019) where errors in evaluation
of out-of-distribution state-action pairs are never corrected and hence easily diverge due to inability
to collect new data samples for feedback. There exist claims that offline RL can be implemented
successfully without explicit correction for distribution mismatch given sufficiently large and di-
verse training data (Agarwal et al., 2020). However, we find such assumption unrealistic in many
practices as well as in our experiments. In this paper, to tackle the out-of-distribution problem in
offline RL in general, we follow the paradigm of behavior regularization in Wu et al. (2019).
For design of practical RL, besides the ability to learn without exploration, it’s also ideal to have an
algorithm that can generalize to a variety of scenarios. To solve real-world challenges in multi-task
setting, such as treating different diseases, driving under various road conditions or growing diverse
crops in autonomous greenhouses, a practical/data-efficient agent is expected to quickly transfer and
adapt to unseen tasks, especially when the tasks share common structures. Meta-learning methods
(Vilalta & Drissi, 2002; Thrun & Pratt, 2012; Finn et al., 2017) address this problem by learning
an inductive bias from experience collected across a distribution of tasks, which can be naturally
extended to reinforcement learning context. Under the umbrella of this so-called meta-RL, almost
all current methods require on-policy data during either both meta-training and testing (Finn et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2016; Duan et al., 2016) or at least online exploration for task inference (Rakelly
et al., 2019). An efficient method which incorporates both fully-offline learning and meta-learning
in RL, despite few attempts (Li et al., 2019b; Dorfman & Tamar, 2020), to our knowledge, has not
yet been fully developed and validated.
In this paper, under the first principle of maximizing practicality of RL algorithm, we propose an
efficient method that integrates task inference with RL algorithms in a fully-offline fashion. Our
fully-offline context-based actor-critic meta-RL algorithm, or FOCAL, achieves excellent sample
efficiency and fast adaptation with only limited logged experience, on a range of deterministic con-
tinuous control meta-environments in MuJoCo (Todorov et al., 2012) as well as in a 2D navigation
problem with sparse reward (Rakelly et al., 2019). The primary contribution of this work, to the
best of our knowledge, is designing the first end-to-end and model-free offline meta-RL algorithm
which is computationally efficient and effective without any prior knowledge of task identity or re-
ward/transition functions. We show empirically that, for deterministic continuous control tasks, a
deterministic context embedding is more effective than a probabilistic counterpart (Figure 4), con-
trary to online scenarios (Rakelly et al., 2019). To achieve efficient task inference, we propose an
inverse-power loss for learning latent variables, in analogy with coulomb potential in electromag-
netism, which is also unseen in previous work. Theoretical analyses and insights are provided to
shed light on the specific design choices.
2 RELATED WORK
Meta-RL Our work FOCAL builds upon the meta-learning (Vilalta & Drissi, 2002; Thrun &
Pratt, 2012) framework in the context of reinforcement learning. Among all paradigms of meta-
RL, this paper is most related to context-based and metric-based approaches. Context-based meta-
RL employs models with memory such as recurrent (Duan et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Fakoor
et al., 2019), recursive (Mishra et al., 2017) or probabilistic (Rakelly et al., 2019) structures to
achieve fast adaptation by aggregating experience into a latent representation on which the policy is
conditioned. The design of recent methods usually leverages the temporal or Markovian properties
of RL problems.
Metric-based meta-RL focuses on learning effective task representations to facilitate task inference
and conditioned control policies, by employing techniques such as distance metric learning (Yang &
Jin, 2006). Koch et al. (2015) proposed the first metric-based meta-algorithm for few-shot learning,
in which a Siamese network (Chopra et al., 2005) is trained with triplet loss to compare the similarity
between a query and supports in the embedding space. Matching networks (Vinyals et al., 2016)
proposed the episodic training strategy and used the cross-entropy loss where the logits are the
distances between a query and supports. Many metric-based meta-RL algorithms extend these works
(Snell et al., 2017; Sung et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019a).
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In contrast to context-based and metric-based methods, gradient-based meta-RL learns from ag-
gregate experience using policy gradients (Finn et al., 2017; Nichol et al., 2018), meta-learned
hyperparameters (Xu et al., 2018) or loss functions (Houthooft et al., 2018). These methods fo-
cus on on-policy meta-learning and are therefore much less sample efficient compared to off-policy
context-based methods such as PEARL (Rakelly et al., 2019).
Among all aforementioned meta-learning approaches, this paper is most related to context-based
PEARL algorithm (Rakelly et al., 2019) and metric-based prototypical networks (Snell et al.,
2017). PEARL achieves SOTA performance for off-policy meta-RL by introducing probabilis-
tic permutation-invariant context encoder, along with a design which disentangles task inference
and control by different sampling strategies. However, it requires exploration during meta-testing.
The prototypical networks employ similar design of context encoder as well as an Euclidean dis-
tance metric on deterministic embedding space, but tackles meta-learning of classification tasks
with squared distance loss as opposed to the inverse-power loss designed by FOCAL for the more
complex offline meta-RL problem.
Offline/Batch RL To address the bootstrapping error (Kumar et al., 2019) problem of offline RL,
this paper adopts behavior regularization directly from Wu et al. (2019), which provides a relatively
unified framework of several recent offline or off-policy RL methods (Haarnoja et al., 2018; Fuji-
moto et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2019). It incorporates a divergence function between distributions
over actions in the actor-critic objectives. As with SAC (Haarnoja et al., 2018), one limitation of
the algorithm is its sensitivity to reward scale and regularization strength. In our experiments, we
indeed observed wide spread of optimal hyper-parameters across different meta-RL environments,
shown in Appendix D.3.
Offline meta-RL To the best of our knowledge, despite attracting more and more attention, the
offline meta-RL problem is still under-developed. We are aware of a few papers, mostly under re-
view, that tackle the same problem as ours from different angles (Li et al., 2019b; Dorfman & Tamar,
2020). Li et al. (2019b) focuses on a specific scenario where biased datasets cause the task inference
module to spuriously correlate only state-action pairs to the task identity, ignoring the reward infor-
mation. This problem occurs when datasets of different tasks do not have significant overlap in their
state-action visitation frequencies, and is exacerbated by sparse rewards. Even though we observed
similar effects during our experiment, in this paper, we do not restrict our method design to such as-
sumptions and instead try to robustify the algorithm in a more general setting, showing experimental
results on scenarios for various training and testing datasets distributions (Appendix E.1). Another
key difference is that our method is end-to-end and model free, whereas Li et al. (2019b) requires
training of offline BCQ (Fujimoto et al., 2019) and reward function models for each task, which are
computationally demanding. They also adopted the original PEARL strategy of probabilistic con-
text encoder and couples learning of task inference and control by training the encoder to recover the
state-action value function, for which we chose differently according to analytical and experimental
evidence in Appendix E.
Dorfman & Tamar (2020) on the other hand, completely circumvents the out-of-distribution problem
of offline RL by assuming sufficient data samples. They also formulate the OMRL as a Bayesian RL
(Ghavamzadeh et al., 2016) problem and employs a probabilistic approach. Therefore we consider
their methodology tangential to ours.
3 PRELIMINARIES
3.1 NOTATIONS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider fully-observed Markov Decision Process (MDP) (Puterman, 2014) in determinis-
tic environments such as MuJoCo (Todorov et al., 2012). An MDP can be modeled as M =
(S,A, P,R, ρ0, γ) with state space S, action space A, transition function P (s′|s, a), bounded re-
ward function R(s, a), initial state distribution ρ0(s) and discount factor γ ∈ (0, 1). The goal is
to find a policy pi(a|s) to maximize the cumulative discounted reward starting from any state. We
introduce the notion of multi-step state marginal of policy pi as µtpi(s), which denotes the distribu-
tion over state space after rolling out pi for t steps starting from state s. The notation Rpi(s) denotes
the expected reward at state s when following policy pi: Rpi(s) = Ea∼pi[R(s, a)]. The state-value
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function (a.k.a. value function) and action-value function (a.k.a Q-function) are therefore
Vpi(s) =
∞∑
t=0
γtEst∼µtpi(s)[R(st)] (1)
Qpi(s, a) = R(s, a) + γEs′∼P (s′|s,a)[Vpi(s′)] (2)
Q-learning algorithms are implemented by iterating the Bellman optimality operator B, defined as:
(BQˆ)(s, a) := R(s, a) + γEP (s′|s,a)[max
a′
Qˆ(s′, a′)] (3)
when the state space is large/continuous, Qˆ is used as a hypothesis from the set of function approx-
imators (e.g. neural networks).
In the offline context of this work, given a distribution of tasks p(T ) where every task is an
MDP, we study off-policy meta-learning from collections of static datasets of transitions Di =
{(si,t, ai,t, s′i,t, ri,t)|t = 1, ..., N} generated by a set of behavior policies {βi(a|s)} associated with
each task index i. A key underlying assumption of meta-learning is that the tasks share some com-
mon structures. Accordingly, by definition of MDP, in this paper we restrict our attention on tasks
with shared state and action space, but differ in transition and reward functions.
We define the meta-optimization objective as
L(θ) = ETi∼p(T ) [LTi(θ)] (4)
where LTi(θ) is the objective evaluated on transition samples drawn from task Ti. A common
choice of p(T ) is the uniform distribution on the set of given tasks {Ti|i = 1, ..., n}. In this case,
the meta-training procedure turns into minimizing the average losses across all training tasks
θˆmeta = arg min
θ
1
n
n∑
k=1
E [Lk(θ)] (5)
3.2 BEHAVIOR REGULARIZED ACTOR CRITIC
Similar to SAC, to constrain the out-of-distribution error in offline RL, for each individual task Ti,
behavior regularization (Wu et al., 2019) introduces a divergence measure between the learner piθ
and the behavior policy pib and in both value and target Q-functions. For simplicity, we ignore task
index in this section:
V Dpi (s) =
∞∑
t=0
γtEst∼µtpi(s) [Rpi(s)− αD(piθ(·|st), pib(·|st))] (6)
Q¯Dψ (s, a) = Q¯ψ(s, a)− γαDˆ(piθ(·|s), pib(·|s)) (7)
where Q¯ denotes a target Q function without gradients and Dˆ denotes a sample-based estimate of the
divergence function D. In actor-critic framework, the loss functions of Q-value and policy learning
are given by, respectively,
Lcritic = E(s,a,r,s′)∼D
a′∼piθ(·|s′)
[(
r + γQ¯Dψ (s
′, a′)−Qψ(s, a)
)2]
(8)
Lactor = −E(s,a,r,s′)∼D
[
Ea′′∼piθ(·|s)[Qψ(s, a
′′)]− αDˆ
]
(9)
3.3 CONTEXT-BASED META-RL
Context-based meta-RL algorithms aggregate context information, typically in form of task-specific
transitions, into a latent space Z . Adaptation at test time in meta-RL can be viewed as a special
case of RL in a partially-observed MDP (POMDP, (Kaelbling et al., 1998)) by including the latent
representation z as the unobserved part of the state. Once given complete information of z and
s combined as the full state, the reinforcement learning of policy piθ(s, z) becomes RL in regular
MDP, and properties of regular RL such as the existence of optimal policy and value functions hold
naturally. We therefore formulate the context-based meta-RL problem as solving a task-augmented
MDP (TA-MDP). The formal definitions are provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 1: Meta-training procedure. The inference network qφ uses context data to determine
the latent context variable z, which conditions the actor and critic, and is optimized by the DML
objective. The actor and critic objectives are optimized in parallel without any mixing of gradients.
4 METHOD
Based on our formulation of context-based meta-RL problem, FOCAL first learns an effective repre-
sentation of meta-training tasks on latent space Z , then solves the offline RL problem on TA-MDP
with behavior regularized actor critic method. We summarize our training procedure in Figure 1
and describe the detailed algorithm in Appendix A. Our method consists of two key design choices:
deterministic context encoder and distance metric learning for task inference.
4.1 DETERMINISTIC CONTEXT ENCODER
Similar to Rakelly et al. (2019), we introduce an inference network qφ(z|c), parameterized by φ,
to encode task identity from context c. In terms of the context encoder design, recent meta-RL
methods either employ recurrent neural networks (Duan et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016) to capture
the temporal property of MDP, or use probabilistic models (Rakelly et al., 2019) for reasoning of
uncertainties. These design choices are proven effective in on-policy or partially-offline off-policy
algorithms. However, since our approach aims to address the fully-offline meta-RL problem, we
argue that a deterministic context encoder works better in this scenario, given a few assumptions.
First, we consider only deterministic MDP in this paper, where the transition function is a Dirac
delta distribution. We assume that all meta-learning tasks in this paper are deterministic MDPs,
which is satisfied by common RL benchmarks such as MuJoCo. The formal definitions are detailed
in Appendix B. Additionally, all tasks share the same state and action space, while each is charac-
terized by a unique set of transition and reward functions. Mathematically, this means there exists
an injective function f : T → P×R, where P andR are functional spaces of transition probability
P : S × A × S → {0, 1} and bounded reward R : S × A → R respectively. A stronger condi-
tion of this injective property is that for every task T ∼ p(T ) and any state-action pair (s, a), the
corresponding transition and reward are unique across all tasks, which brings the Task-Transition
Correspondence assumption:
Assumption 1 (Task-Transition Correspondence) We consider meta-RL with a task distribution
p(T ) to satisfy task-transition correspondence if and only if ∀T1, T2 ∼ p(T ), (s, a) ∈ S ×A:
P1(·|s, a) = P2(·|s, a), R1(s, a) = R2(s, a) ⇐⇒ T1 = T2 (10)
Under the deterministic MDP assumption, the transition probability function P (·|s, a) is associated
with the transition map t : S × A → S. The task-transition correspondence suggests that, given
the action-state pair (s, a) and task T , there exists a unique transition-reward pair (s′, r). Based on
these assumptions, one can define a task-specific map fT : S ×A → S ×R on the set of transitions
DT :
fT (st, at) = (s′t, rt), ∀T ∼ p(T ), (st, at, s′t, rt) ∈ DT (11)
5
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(a) context embedding (b) test-task performance
Figure 2: (a) A 2D projection of the 5D embedding vectors of samples drawn from 20 randomized
tasks on Half-Cheetah-Vel by principal component analysis (PCA). Trials cover four DML losses of
different powers. The inverse-power losses separate all embeddings effectively whereas linear and
square losses exhibit degenerate behaviors. Data points are color-coded according to task identity.
(b) FOCAL trained with inverse-power losses also outperform the linear and square distance losses.
Recall that all tasks defined in this paper share the same state-action space, hence {fT |T ∼ p(T )}
forms a function family defined on the transition space S ×A× S × R, which is also by definition
the context space C. This lends a new interpretation that as a task inference module, the context
encoder qφ(z|c) enforces an embedding of the task-specific map fT on the latent space Z , i.e.
qφ : S ×A× S ×R→ Z . Following Assumption 1, every transition {si, ai, s′i, ri} corresponds to
a unique task Ti, which means in principle, task identity can be inferred from any single transition
datum. This implies the context encoder should be permutation-invariant and deterministic, since
the embedding of context does not depend on the order of the transitions nor involve any uncertainty.
This observation is crucial since it provides theoretical basis for few-shot learning (Snell et al.,
2017; Sung et al., 2018) in our settings. In particular, when learning in a fully-offline fashion, any
meta-RL algorithm at test-time cannot perform adaptation by exploration. The theoretical guarantee
that a few randomly-chosen transitions can enable effective task inference ensures that FOCAL is
feasible and efficient.
4.2 DISTANCE METRIC LEARNING (DML) OF LATENT VARIABLES
In light of our analysis on the context encoder design, the goal of task inference is to learn a robust
and effective representation of context for better discrimination of task identities. Unlike PEARL,
which requires gradients from the Bellman update to train the inference network, our main insight
is to disentangle the learning of context encoder from the learning of control policy. As explained in
previous reasoning about the deterministic encoder, the latent variable is a representation of the task
properties involving only transition probability and reward, which in principle should be completely
captured by the datasets. Given continuous neural networks as function approximators, the
learned value functions conditioned on latent variable z cannot account for the difference
between tasks if the corresponding embedding vectors are too close (Appendix C). Therefore
for implementation, we formulate the latent variable learning problem as obtaining the map qφ :
S × A × S × R → Z of transition data Di = {(si,t, ai,t, s′i,t, ri,t)|t = 1, ..., N} that clusters
similar data points (same task) while pushes away dissimilar data points (different tasks) on the
embedding space Z , which is essentially distance metric learning (DML) (Sohn, 2016). A common
loss function in DML is contrasitive loss (Chopra et al., 2005; Hadsell et al., 2006). Given input data
xi, xj ∈ X and output label y ∈ {1, ..., L}, it is written as
Lmcont(xi, xj ; q) = 1{yi = yj}||qi − qj ||22 + 1{yi 6= yj}max(0,m− ||qi − qj ||2)2 (12)
where m is a margin parameter imposing the distance between examples from different classes to
be larger than m, qi is the embedding vector of xi. For data point of different tasks, contrastive loss
rewards the distance between their embedding vectors by L2 norm, which is weak when the distance
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Figure 3: Average episodic testing return of FOCAL vs. other baselines on four meta-environments.
FOCAL significantly outperforms other baselines in terms of asymptotic performance and sample
efficiency. The only drawback is the over-fitting behavior on Sparse-Point-Robot, which is due to
the sparse reward and offline RL with limited data.
is small, as in the case when z is normalized and qφ is randomly initialized. Empirically, we observe
that objectives with positive powers of distance lead to degenerate representation of tasks, forming
clusters of embedding vectors of different tasks (Figure 2(a)). Theoretically, this is due to the fact
that an accumulative L2 loss of distance between data points is proportional to the dataset variance,
which may lead to degenerate distribution such as Bernoulli distribution. This is proven in Appendix
B. To build robust and efficient task inference module, it’s crucial to ensure every embedding vector
to be separated from each other (Appendix C). We therefore introduce a negative-power variant of
contrastive loss as follows:
Lmdml(xi, xj ; q) = 1{yi = yj}||qi − qj ||22 + 1{yi 6= yj}β ·
1
||qi − qj ||n2 + 
(13)
where  > 0 is a small coefficient to avoid division by zero, the power n can be any non-negative
number. We experimented with 1 and 2 in this paper.
5 EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments, we assess the performance of FOCAL by comparing it with several baseline
algorithms on meta-RL benchmarks. Specific design choices are examined through ablations. All
trials are averaged over 3 random seeds. Supplementary experiments are provided in Appendix E.
5.1 SAMPLE EFFICIENCY AND PERFORMANCE
We evaluate FOCAL on four continuous control meta-environments of robotic locomotion, three
of which are simulated via the MuJoCo simulator (Todorov et al., 2012), with the exception of a
2D navigation problem with sparse reward called Sparse-Point-Robot. All environments require
adaptation across reward functions (walking direction for Half-Cheetah-Fwd-Back and Ant-Fwd-
Back, target velocity for Half-Cheetah-Vel and target location for Sparse-Point-Robot). These meta-
Rl benchmarks were previously introduced by Finn et al. (2017); Rakelly et al. (2019) and are
described in Appendix D. We train stochastic SAC models for every single task and roll out policies
saved at every checkpoint to collect trajectories. The offline training datasets can be collected as a
selection of the saved trajectories. This setup facilitates tuning of the performance level and state-
action distributions of the datasets for each task.
For OMRL, there are two natural baselines. The first is by modifying PEARL to train and test from
solely logged data without exploration. The second one is Contextual BCQ introduced by Li et al.
(2019b). By incorporating a latent space z in the state space for task inference, it can be interpreted
as the task-augmented variant of offline BCQ algorithm Fujimoto et al. (2019). Lastly, we include
comparison with the proposed method in Li et al. (2019a) which we term ”Distilled BCQ”. Although
7
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as discussed earlier, Distilled BCQ is a model-based, two-stage method as opposed to our model-free
and end-to-end approach, we consider it by far the most competitive and related OMRL algorithm
to FOCAL, due to the lack of other OMRL methods.
As shown in Figure 3, we observe that FOCAL significantly outperforms prior offline meta-RL
methods across all domains in terms of both sample efficiency and performance. Most interestingly,
when compared to Batch PEARL, a vanilla version of FOCAL without behavior regularization or
distance metric learning, the gap in performance is evident due to divergence of value functions as
well as suboptimal representation of the context encoder (Appendix E). For each meta environment,
we maintain the same datasets for training FOCAL and the other baselines, most of which were gen-
erated by expert-level policies. However, for some tasks such as Ant-Fwd-Back, we observed that a
diverse training sets (generated by expert, medium, random policies) result in a better meta policy.
We conjecture that due to higher difficulty of tasks, the out-of-distribution problem exacerbates as
the diversity of data required to train a successful policy increases. Indeed, among all our environ-
ments, the regularization strength required to train a successful OMRL policy on Ant-Fwd-Back is
much greater than other tasks. The experimental details are included in Appendix D.
5.2 ABLATIONS
Based on our previous analysis, we examine and validate two key design choices of FOCAL by the
following ablations.
5.2.1 DETERMINISTIC VS. PROBABILISTIC CONTEXT ENCODER
Despite abundance successes of probabilistic/variational inference models in previous work
(Kingma & Welling, 2013; Alemi et al., 2016), which is also adopted in the SOTA off-policy meta-
RL algorithm PEARL, we observe experimentally that a deterministic context encoder performs
significantly better on both simple (Sparse-Point-Robot) and complex (Walker-2D-Params) tasks in
fully offline settings, shown in Figure 4. As discussed in our methodology, this is due to
1. Offline meta-RL does not require exploration. Also when the Task-Transition Correspon-
dence is satisfied, there is not need to reason about uncertainty for adaption.
2. The deterministic context encoder in FOCAL is trained with carefully designed distance
metric learning objective, detached from the Bellman update, which provides better effi-
ciency and stability for meta-learning.
However, the deterministic context encoder which is built upon the Task-Transition Correspondence
assumption, is less effective in presence of sparse reward. In this case, a non-negligible portion
of samples violate Assumption 1 and provide confounding information for task inference. Conse-
quently, the algorithm may learn false correlation between tasks and transitions and prone to over-
fitting. Indeed, among the four experiments in Figure 3, we observe much significant over-fitting on
Sparse-Point-Robot compared to others.
5.2.2 POWER LAW OF DISTANCE METRIC LOSS
As examined in Figure 2, we tested context embedding loss with different powers of distance, from
L−2 toL2. A 2D PCA projection view of the high-dimensional embedding space in Figure 2 demon-
strates that, distance metric loss with negative powers are more effective in separating embedding
vectors of different tasks, where positive powers exhibit degenerate behaviors, leading to less ro-
bust and effective conditioned policies. By a physical analogy, the inverse-power losses provide
”repulsive forces” that drive apart all data points, regardless of the initial distribution. In electro-
magnetism, consider the latent space as a 3D metal cube and the embedding vectors as positions of
positive charges. By Gauss’s law, at equilibrium state, all ”charges” are distributed on the surface
of the cube with densities positively related to the local curvature of the surface. Indeed, despite the
latent space in Fig. 2 is of dimension 5, we observe from the ”Inverse-square” and ”Inverse” trials
that almost all vectors are located near the edge of the latent space, with higher concentration around
the vertices, which have the highest local curvatures (Appendix E.2).
To evaluate the effectiveness of different form of DML loss, we define a metric called effective
separation rate (ESR) which computes the percentage of embedding vector pairs of different tasks
8
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(a) context embedding (b) test-task performance
Figure 4: (a) 2D projection of the 5D embedding vectors of samples drawn from 20 randomized tasks
on Walker-2D-Params by PCA. The deterministic inverse-square encoder separates all embeddings
effectively whereas the probabilistic variant exhibits no separation. Data points are color-coded
according to task identity. (b) FOCAL trained with deterministic encoder also outperforms the
probabilistic variant on Sparse-Point-Robot.
Loss RMS ESR
Inverse-square 1.282 0.430
Inverse 1.217 0.420
Linear 1.385 0.409
Square 1.415 0.253
Table 1: Embedding Statistics on Half-Cheetah-Vel
whose distance on Z is larger than the expectation of randomly distributed vector pairs, i.e.,
√
2
3 l on
(−1, 1)l. Table 1 demonstrates that DML losses of negative power are more effective in maintaining
distance between embeddings of different tasks, while no significant distinction is shown in terms of
RMS distance, which is aligned with our insight that RMS or effectively classical L2 objective, can
be optimized by degenerate distributions (Appendix B.1). This is the core challenge addressed by
our proposed inverse-power loss.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel fully-offline meta-Rl algorithm, FOCAL, in pursuit of more practi-
cal RL. Our method involves independent distance metric learning of a deterministic context encoder
for efficient task inference, combined with an actor-critic apparatus with regularization to learn ef-
fective policy from static data. By re-formulating the meta-RL tasks as task-augmented MDPs
with Task-Transition Correspondence assumption, we shed light on the effectiveness of our design
choices in both theory and experiments. Our approach achieves superior results compared to exist-
ing OMRL algorithms on a diverse set of continous control meta-RL domains. Despite the success,
we also discuss the breaking down of our fundamental assumptions in extreme scenarios such as
sparse reward or stochastic environments, which opens up avenues for future work of more general
and sophisticated OMRL algorithms.
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